Time scales of inertial motion in the collective dynamics of underdamped active phase field crystal systems
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Abstract Many active matter systems, mostly on the microscopic scale, are well approximated as overdamped, meaning that any inertial momentum is immediately dissipated by the environment. On the other hand, especially for macroscopic active systems but also for many mesoscopic ones the time scale of inertial motion can become large enough to be relevant for the dynamics. This raises the question how collective dynamics in active matter is influenced by inertia. In this article we implement and study an underdamped active phase field crystal model. We focus on how the collective dynamics changes with the time scale of inertial motion. While the state diagram stays unaltered in this modification, the relaxation time scale towards the steady state considerably increases with particle mass. Our numerical results suggest that transiently stable rotating clusters of density peaks act as defects which need to decay before the final state of global collective motion forms. We extract the formation and decay times quantitatively. Finally, we give a physical intuition for the formation and decay of rotating clusters to qualitatively explain how the extracted times depend on mass.

1 Introduction

Many-body systems composed of self-propelled, interacting particles are widely studied in many variations (for reviews, see [1–4]). Physically, the particles correspond to e.g. biological or artificial microswimmers [5–8], cell colonies [9–11], or protein filaments [12]. In all systems mentioned so far inertia effects usually can be neglected due to the low Reynolds numbers such that viscous forces are much larger than the contributions of inertia. However, there are also systems like flocks of birds [13–15] or artificial robots [16–17] where inertia cannot be neglected. Therefore, many recent works study the consequences of inertial effects in active systems [18–20].

A mean field approach to active systems can be obtained by extending the phase field crystal (PFC) model [21–23] to active systems. This can be achieved by describing the orientation of the active particles with an additional vector field. The peaks in the density field may still be identified as single particles but other interpretations are reasonable as e.g. periodic patterns of accumulated active particles are predicted to form which are comparable to the density peaks in the PFC approach by Menzel et al. [24]. For low activity the peaks order hexagonally while remaining at rest (resting crystal state). However, above a critical active drive peaks start to move due to self-propulsion. A local alignment interaction of orientations induces the formation of translationally migrating clusters of density peaks that coarsen over time. In the long time limit global collective motion is observed (traveling crystal state). Such or similar continuum approaches have been used to describe collective dynamics in bacterial colonies [5], in ensembles of microswimmers [6–7], or in active nematics [3, 28, 29].

In this article we want to extend the PFC approach for active systems such that inertia contributions can be studied as well. Inertia is introduced in a similar way as in our recent work [20]. Note that in this approach the direction of the actual velocity and therefore of the inertial effects might be different from the direction of the intrinsic self-propulsion. Here, we focus on the impact that the introduced time scale of inertial motion on the single particle level has on the large scale collective dynamics in active PFC systems.

The article is structured as follows: In section 2 we outline our model for underdamped active matter, use it to extend the overdamped active PFC model, and describe how we analyze our simulation results. The latter are then discussed in section 3 and concluded in section 4.

2 Model system and methods

We use a mean field approach to describe an ensemble of massive and interacting particles which self-propel along their individual polar orientation with a constant force $f_0$. Interaction forces as well as interaction torques between orientations are formulated via free energy functionals $F$.
and \( F_P \) respectively. A particle might also change its direction of self-propulsion independent of other particles’ orientations by applying a one-particle torque \( G^{(1)} \). Further, dissipative coupling to an environment is considered as well as translational and rotational diffusion. Altogether, our dynamics of the locally averaged fields for number density \( \rho(r, t) \), velocity \( \mathbf{v}(r, t) \) and polar orientational order \( \mathbf{P}(r, t) \) reads

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{v})
\]

\[
\frac{D \mathbf{v}}{Dt} = \frac{1}{m} \left( -\alpha \mathbf{v} - \nabla \frac{\delta F}{\delta \rho} + \alpha v_0 \mathbf{P} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{D \mathbf{P}}{Dt} = -D_R \mathbf{P} - \frac{\delta F_P}{\delta \mathbf{P}} + \mathbf{G}^{(1)}
\]

with the convective derivative \( \frac{D}{Dt} = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla) \). The self-propulsion velocity \( v_0 = f_0/\alpha \) corresponds to the steady state velocity of a particle in an environment with friction constant \( \alpha \) and accelerated by the active force \( f_0 \). \( D_R \) is the rotational diffusion coefficient and \( G^{(1)} \) is locally averaged over the distribution of particle momenta and orientation angles. We emphasize that including inertia into the dynamics introduces an additional time scale given by the inverse damping rate \( \gamma^{-1} = m/\alpha \) with particle mass \( m \). For our derivation of eqs. (1) via Dynamical Density Functional Theory we refer to [20].

In [20] we have considered a system without any preferred length scale in the density field, but an alignment interaction for short distances and an anti-alignment interaction at longer distances. Here we want to explore the properties of an underdamped active PFC model, i.e. with no preferred length scale concerning the alignment interactions, but usual PFC interactions for the density field. To be specific, we choose the unspecified terms in eqs. (1) such that in the limit \( m \to 0 \) the original overdamped active PFC model by Menzel et al. [21, 22] is recovered. Thus, we expect that results of the latter are reproduced within this generalized underdamped model for small mass. Consequently, the functionals and the mean one body torque are set to

\[
F[\rho] = \int d\mathbf{r} \left[ \frac{\rho}{2} \left( \varepsilon + \lambda (q_0^2 + \nabla^2)^2 \right) \rho + \frac{\mu}{4} \rho^4 \right]
\]

\[
F_P[\mathbf{P}] = \frac{C_1}{2} \int d\mathbf{r} \left( |\nabla P_x|^2 + |\nabla P_y|^2 \right)
\]

\[
\mathbf{G}^{(1)} = -\frac{v_0}{|\mathbf{P}|} \nabla \rho.
\]

Translational interactions in \( F \) are given by the PFC functional [21, 22]. We observe that the orientational interaction functional \( F_P \) is conceptually equivalent to the Frank-Oseen free energy of liquid crystals with one bending constant \( C_1 \). For \( C_1 > 0 \) a homogeneous state of uniformly aligned particle orientations minimizes the free energy. Contrarily, the one particle torque \( G^{(1)} \), whose strength is given by the activity parameter \( v_0 \), drives an instability from the isotropic state \( \mathbf{P} = 0 \). The PFC functional only describes variations of a density around its constant bulk mean value. The parameter field \( \rho \) may be interpreted as such after rescaling which justifies a constant mobility approximation for the continuity equation in eqs. (1). We want to focus in the following on the influence of the inertial time scale \( \gamma^{-1} \) on the system’s dynamics. To this end we neglect the convective term \( (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla) \) for now as it qualitatively changes the observable states such that a direct comparison to the overdamped active PFC model is not possible. We will briefly outline the case without this approximation in sect. [21]. Altogether, the time evolution of the mean fields in the underdamped active PFC model then reads

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = -|\mathbf{P}| \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{v} = \frac{1}{m} \left( -\alpha \mathbf{v} - \nabla \frac{\delta F}{\delta \rho} + \alpha v_0 \mathbf{P} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{P}}{\partial t} = -D_R \mathbf{P} - \frac{\delta F_P}{\delta \mathbf{P}} - \frac{v_0}{|\mathbf{P}|} \nabla \rho.
\]

By taking the overdamped limit \( m \to 0 \) the convective derivative on the left hand side of the velocity equation becomes negligible leading to the simplified form

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = |\mathbf{P}| \left( \frac{1}{\alpha} \nabla^2 \frac{\delta F}{\delta \rho} - v_0 \nabla \cdot \mathbf{P} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{P}}{\partial t} = -D_R \mathbf{P} - \frac{\delta F_P}{\delta \mathbf{P}} - \frac{v_0}{|\mathbf{P}|} \nabla \rho.
\]

After rescaling, eqs. (4) coincide with the active PFC model by Menzel et al. [21, 22] except for the additional parameter \( |\mathbf{P}| \) due to the higher number of parameters. Concerning the Free Energy functional in eq. (2), after choosing the length such that \( q_0 = 1 \) and rescaling the density variations and the free energy such that \( \lambda = u = 1 \), only two independent parameters remain, the temperature-like \( \varepsilon \) as well as the mean density variation \( \overline{\rho} \) (cf. [21]). In the following we use \( \varepsilon = -0.98 \) and \( \overline{\rho} = -0.4 \) such that for the usual passive PFC model we are in the hexagonal crystal phase [21]. Concerning the parameters in eqs. (3) and (4), the time variable and mass can be rescaled such that \( \alpha = 1 \). Furthermore, we fix \( D_R = 0.1 \) and \( C_1 = 0.2 \) and focus on the remaining parameters, namely the active drive \( v_0 \) and mass \( m \) which measures the time scale of inertial motion. All numerical calculations discussed in the following are started from homogeneous initial conditions overlaid by a small noise.

To analyze our numerical data we track the position of density peaks and assign a velocity to each. Especially for higher \( m \) and \( v_0 \) values the method in [21, 22] used for this becomes unreliable here since then fluctuations in the density field increase and the peak structure is not as clear as in the overdamped limit (compare supplemented movie [31]). Instead, we first locate maxima in the density field and identify to each such found peak the area around it where the density exceeds a threshold. By averaging the velocity field \( \mathbf{v} \) over this area we assign to each peak a momentary velocity \( v_{net} \). As can be seen in fig. (a) the velocity field \( \mathbf{v} \) at a density peak is maximal close to the peak maximum around which it is also averaged to \( v_{net} \).
Because of this the latter overestimates the actual peak velocity in the sense of a displacement velocity. But for the following discussion of the results the absolute values of velocities are irrelevant since we only consider relative values. By restricting to area points within a given maximal distance to their corresponding peak position and a minimal distance between peak positions we suppress the influence of fluctuations in the density field.

3 Results

Generally we find that the under- and overdamped model given by eqs. (3) and (4), respectively, predict the same steady states in the long time limit. Hence, we only briefly recap them here and refer to the results for the overdamped model studied in [24][25] for more details. For low activity \( v_0 \) the system is in the resting crystal state. The kinetic energy input due to activity of the particles melts crystals close to the liquid-solid phase boundary and therefore shifts the latter to lower temperatures by \( \Delta \xi \). A time lapse of the density field in the region indicated by dashed lines is given in the supplemented movie [31], where one can see the rotating clusters that occur during intermediate times. The length scale is shown in units of the preferred PFC length scale \( l_0 = 2\pi/q_0 \). Parameters are \( m = 2 \) and \( v_0 = 0.4 \). The snapshot is taken after a simulation time \( t = 500 \).

The mass parameter does not change the traveling crystal state in the long time limit for \( v_0 > v_{0,c} \). Therefore, introducing the inertial time scale \( \gamma^{-1} = m/\alpha \) does not qualitatively change the non-equilibrium state. What indeed changes is the time scale of the relaxation process to the steady state. As we will show in the following, the relaxation considerably slows down with \( m \) and therefore cannot be characterized with the inertial time scale \( \gamma^{-1} \) that is orders of magnitude smaller. Therefore, additional collective effects arising from particle interactions influence the transient behavior of the system in dependence of the inertial regime.

Typical peak velocity patterns, like the ones shown in fig. 1 (c), and the supplemented time lapse of the corresponding density field [31] suggest that during transient time scales the system is not only characterized by translationally moving clusters of density peaks as observed in the overdamped model [24] but also by rotational ones. Characterizing the latter will help to quantify and explain the relaxation time scale.

To this end we use the concept of circulation which we define for a continuous velocity field \( \mathbf{v} \) as the closed line integral \( \Gamma_c(r) = \oint_{A} \mathbf{v} \cdot d\mathbf{l} \) over the boundary of a surface \( A \). Via Stokes theorem this can also be understood as the flux of the vorticity field \( \omega = \nabla \times \mathbf{v} \) through \( A \) and thus measures the amount of circular motion in this area. Similarly, we compute a circulation for the discrete peak velocities \( v_{net} \) at any given point \( r \) by averaging the velocity components in angular direction \( \hat{e}_\theta \) around \( r \) over all peaks within a radius \( R_{max} \) around this point. Formally, the circulation then reads

\[
\Gamma(r) = v_{net}(r + R) \cdot \hat{e}_\theta
\]  
(5)
where the average runs over all relative peak positions with \(|R| < R_{\text{max}}\). As can be seen in the magnified region of fig. 1(c) the circulation has its extrema at the centers of rotating clusters. For each sample we count the number \(N_f\) of extrema as a function of time. To better distinguish rotational from translational moving clusters the condition \(|\Gamma(\mathbf{r})| > \frac{\pi}{2}\tau_{\text{rel}}(t)\) for possible extrema is used. This threshold is the maximum circulation at the boundary between two anti-parallel moving translational clusters which move with the momentary sample-averaged peak velocity. We define the size of a rotating cluster as the area around an extremum in \(\Gamma\) with \(|\Gamma(\mathbf{r})| > 0\). In fig. 1(c) this area is depicted for each cluster as a circle of equal area with radius \(R_f\). An upper bound for the distance between an area element and the extremum position is used to avoid including adjacent areas of dominant translational motion into the area estimation. The presence of transiently stable rotating clusters delays the relaxation to the final steady state of global collective motion.

We extract the corresponding time scales from the area estimation. We assume that the localization of rotating clusters is better described as a rather abrupt break-up into translational clusters with hexagonal symmetry. After some time the systems’ preference for a hexagonal peak structure prevails. Then all rotational defects disappear and translational clusters with hexagonal symmetry persist over the decay time scale \(\tau_d\) which grows as more peaks align to it. When a peak rotates its orientation, the change in motion happens instantly in the overdamped limit. On the other hand, when inertia is relevant the actual motion of particles does not follow a change in orientation immediately. Instead of joining the contrarily moving cluster a peak might reorient back to its current one. Therefore, the probability of initializing a rotating cluster decreases with mass and its growth process is delayed to later times. Therefore, the maximum number of rotating clusters is expected to decrease with increasing \(m\). Furthermore, \(\tau_f\) increases with \(m\) as we observe for \(v_0 = 0.35\).

We also find that cluster radii saturate when equally many peaks align to and detach from a cluster. Rotating clusters then further persist over the decay time scale \(\tau_d\) due to the sufficiently given local alignment. However, after some time the systems’ preference for a hexagonal peak structure prevails. Then all rotational defects decay and translational clusters with hexagonal symmetry persist to the final traveling crystal state.

After the initialization from isotropic initial conditions smaller translationally moving density peak clusters form. At the boundary between two contrarily moving ones, peaks may switch from one of these common migration directions to the other by rotating their orientation of self-propulsion. If peaks from both clusters are doing so they align with each other too while moving further past each other thereby having to rotate their orientations even further. This disturbance of the translational cluster boundary eventually drives the emergence of a rotating cluster which grows as more peaks align to it. When a peak rotates its orientation, the change in motion happens instantly in the overdamped limit. On the other hand, when inertia is relevant the actual motion of particles does not follow a change in orientation immediately. Instead of joining the contrarily moving cluster a peak might reorient back to its current one. Therefore, the probability of initializing a rotating cluster decreases with mass and its growth process is delayed to later times. Therefore, the maximum number of rotating clusters is expected to decrease with increasing \(m\). Furthermore, \(\tau_f\) increases with \(m\) as we observe for \(v_0 = 0.35\).

Fig. 2: The time courses of the area fraction \(\eta\) for different mass values can be understood in terms of the phenomenological expression in eq. (4) (solid lines). Inset: Extracted formation times \(\tau_f\) (blue) and decay times \(\tau_d\) (red) systematically depend on particle mass. Solid lines are results for \(v_0 = 0.35\) while dashed lines correspond to the case \(v_0 = 0.4\). \(m = 0\) results are obtained from the overdamped limit dynamics in eqs. (4).
In principle, the same mechanisms of formation and decay should apply to the case $v_0 = 0.4$. However, a higher active drive increases the acceleration along a peak’s orientation of self-propulsion. Judging from the higher maximum $N_f$ values obtained and their rapid increase during the formation time scale, the activity suffices to considerably increase the probability of initiating a rotating cluster. As a consequence, we observe low $\tau_f$ times over the whole range of mass values. Increasing active drive also means lowering the relative strength of the PFC force leading to the stronger increase of $\tau_f$ for low mass values. The saturation of the decay time in the high mass regime may be explained with the high maximal area fraction close to $v_0$. The corresponding high number of rotating clusters makes destructive interactions between them inevitable thereby effectively limiting the decay time scale.

4 Conclusion

The distinction of translational and rotational clusters and the suggested formation and break-up mechanism for the latter qualitatively explain the found time scales of transient collective dynamics. The relaxation process to the steady traveling crystal state is delayed for increasing particle mass. However, we emphasize that this delay does not trivially scale with the time scale of inertial motion $\gamma^{-1}$ which only captures the relaxation of individual particle velocities. Instead, we find that the mass dependent formation and decay times of rotational cluster defects govern the time scale of the transient dynamics. Note that particle based simulations with interaction rules comparable to the ones used here also find transient circulating particle clusters before global collective motion emerges.

So far we have neglected the convective term in the orientation dynamics of the active PFC model. We note that we also exemplary tested the case where additionally the convective term in the velocity dynamics is neglected and found no qualitative difference to the previous results. However, both convective terms in the underdamped model eqs. (1) or an alternation thereof might advance the topic appropriately chosen interactions the underdamped model eqs. (1) or an alternation thereof might advance the topic.

These examples demonstrate the relevance of our model for future works in the currently opening realm of underdamped active matter research. Specifically, the emergence of motility induced phase separation (MIPS) in active systems has been recently predicted to depend on the inertial time scale of the single particles [10]. With appropriately chosen interactions the underdamped model eqs. (1) or an alternation thereof might advance the topic further.
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